
EYFS - Nursery
Learning Web

Term - Summer 2

Sand (Egypt, beaches, sand)

English

Spoken
Explore the new topic based keywords:

beach , sea, ocean, sand, water, boat, ship

Reading
Continue with phase 1 phonics

Engage in extended conversations about the books they have listened 
to 

Start to understand why questions related to the texts

Writing
Continue to practise name writing - using different media such as sand 

and stick

Sea/ sand based books to share this term:
Sharing a shell, Ones a snail tens a Crab, Commotion in the ocean, 
The snail and the whale, Pirates in Underpants, The height Pirate

Physical Development: Games

To take part in our school sports day, To run safely, dress up with little 
aid (as pirates)

Religious Education

Exploring Hinduism - Janmashtami (Krishna’s birthday)

Modern Foreign Languages

Exploring the countries on the map and learning how HELLO is said in 
different languages (bonjour, hola, nin hao, gutn tap, ola)

Create - ART Create - MUSIC

Beach scene pictures, pirates 
hats, boats, treasure maps
Mark making using sticks

Sea shanties
End of term play

DISCOVER - History

Boats - past and present
What is a pirate?

What are the pyramids? Mummies? sphinx?

PSHE

Rights and Responsibilities - caring for my 
environment, looking after myself and friends

EXPLORE - Geography

Maps - making pirate maps - looking at real maps, 
locating the sea, beach, land on a map

Mathematics

Number and Place Value
Counting to and within 5

Measure
Comparing different items in size, weight and volume - such as shells, 

sand and water

Shapes
Real life shapes in nature

Patterns
Exploring repeating patterns and making necklaces

Real life patterns - e.g. spirals on shells
Remember a sequence physically (e.g. head, shoulders, knees and 

toes)

Steam - Science and Technology

Science
Sinking and floating of different materials (making boats)

Exploring different types of sea creatures and how they move through 
the water.

Summer season - what clothes do you where?
How can you stay safe in the sun?

Technology
Make their own boat from junk modelling


